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ABSTRACT
While requirements for open source projects originate from
a variety of sources like e.g. mailing lists or blogs, typically,
they eventually end up as feature requests in an issue tracking system. When analyzing how these issue trackers are
used for requirements evolution, we witnessed a high percentage of duplicates in a number of high-profile projects.
Further investigation of six open source projects and their
users led us to a number of important observations and a
categorization of the root causes of these duplicates. Based
on this, we propose a set of improvements for future issue
tracking systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Software evolution is an inevitable activity, as useful and
successful software stimulates users to request new and improved features [28]. This process of continuous change of
requirements is termed requirements evolution [15]. Requirements evolution management has become an important
topic in both requirements engineering [15] and software evolution research [9].
Both industrial experience reports [23] and academic research have identified a significant set of software projects
for which traditional notions of requirements engineering
(RE) are neither appropriate nor useful. In these settings,
requirements still exist, but in different forms than what
requirements textbooks typically characterize as best practice. These requirements approaches are characterized by
the use of lightweight representations such as user stories,
and a focus on evolutionary refinement. This is known as
just-in-time RE [8].
This just-in-time RE is also found in open source projects
[8, 17, 23]. Requirements in open source projects are managed through a variety of Web-based descriptions, that can
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be treated collectively as ‘software informalisms’ [23] . Traditional requirements engineering activities do not have firstclass status as an assigned or recognized task within open
software development communities. Despite the very substantial weakening of traditional ways of coordinating work,
the results from open source software (OSS) development are
often claimed to be equivalent, or even superior to software
developed more traditionally [17].
Open source development has proven to be very successful
in many instances and this has instigated us to explore how
requirements are managed in open source projects. We expect to find a number of useful concepts that can be directly
translated to more traditional software engineering trajectories as well, as these are also slowly moving from the more
traditional up-front requirements engineering to more agile
RE [3].
In successful open source projects, many users get involved
and start to request new features. The developers of the system receive all those feature requests and need to evaluate,
analyze and reject or implement them. To minimize their
workload it is important to make sure only valid feature requests are being entered. But the developers in open source
projects have no control over what the remote users enter,
so we need to analyze what happens at the side of the user
that is entering the feature requests:
1. Is it easy for those users to see if the feature is already
present in the system?
2. Is it easy to see if the same feature has already been
requested by some other user?
Our idea is that by aiding the users in entering only new
and unique requests, we can minimize the workload for developers that are maintaining the open source system. Our
main research question is how can we assist the users as the
main actors in the requirements evolution process, with the
purpose of simplifying the maintenance of the system.
This leads us to our three subsidiary research questions:
RQ1 In what form do feature requests evolve in the open
software community Web sites?
RQ2 Which difficulties can we observe for a user that wants
to request some new functionality and needs to analyze if that functionality already exists or has been
requested by somebody else before? Can we explain
those difficulties?
RQ3 Do we see improvements to overcome those difficulties?
This paper describes an exploratory investigation into how
requirements are managed in open source software projects.
We witnessed difficulties that users have with entering only
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valid feature requests and we present recommendations for
tool-support to overcome these difficulties. Our idea is that
these recommendations can also be applied successfully in
more traditional projects.
The structure of our paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the common structure of open source requirements.
In Section 3 we introduce and analyze the problem of duplicate feature requests. In Section 4 we provide recommendations for avoiding duplicate requests. In Section 5 we
present related work. In Section 6 we discuss our results
before concluding in Section 7.

2.

OPEN SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Our first step is to investigate the different layouts of the
open software community web sites in more detail. These
websites are termed ‘informalisms’ by Scacchi [23] as they
are socially lightweight mechanisms for managing, communicating, and coordinating globally dispersed knowledge about
who did what, why, and how. We have analyzed several open
source community web sites by browsing through their online repositories. We have zoomed in on those websites and
analyzed the current state of requirements evolution. The
open software community web sites that we have analyzed
are listed in Table 1.
From that analysis we found a common structure in the
requirements part. See Figure 1 for a generic overview of
requirements related elements in open source project web
sites. For each of those elements in Figure 1 we have analyzed what the relationship is with traditional requirements
engineering, see Table 2.
In the web sites we have seen there is always some sort of
‘ticket management system’ for users to request new features
for the system. Github has a very simple system (comments
that can be tagged) while Google Code’s system is a bit
more elaborate with type and status. Both sites include a
voting system where users can vote for feature requests to
emphasize their priority. The other sites use stand-alone
issue tracker systems where the description in text is just
one of the fields that need to be filled when requesting a
new feature. Out of the sites we investigated, most of them

Apache Subversion
Apache HTTPD
Mozilla Firefox
Mozilla Bugzilla
Android
Drupal
Tigris ArgoUML
Tigris TortoiseSVN
Netbeans
Eclipse BIRT
Eclipse JDT
Eclipse MyLyn
Tasks
Eclipse GMF
KDE
Gnome
Mono
SourceForge
Google Code
GitHub
CodePlex

Figure 1: Open Source Requirements Items
used Bugzilla (a Mozilla open source project) as a ticket
management system, see Figure 2. Note that Bugzilla is designed for managing defects (‘bugs’) so the way to indicate
that this is a feature request is by setting the Importance to
‘enhancement’, although some projects (e.g. Apache Subversion) have a field called Issue type where ‘enhancement’
and/or ‘feature’ are values.
Well-organized open source projects require new requirements to be entered as a specific feature request, see for example http://argouml.tigris.org/project_bugs.html .
The issue tracker is used to discuss the feature request, to
assign the work to a developer and to keep track of the status of the request. Only in some smaller projects new features are implemented directly in (a branch of) the source
code. Github uses pull requests to let users offer newly implemented features to the project (see Table 2) and automatically generates an issue in the tracker for each pull request
to keep track of them.
To summarize we can state that in most well-organized
projects the requirements evolve in an issue tracker system.

subversion.apache.org
httpd.apache.org
mozilla.org/firefox
bugzilla.org
source.android.com
drupal.org
argouml.tigris.org
tortoisesvn.tigris.org
netbeans.org
projects.eclipse.org/projects/birt
.../projects/eclipse.jdt.core
.../projects/mylyn.tasks
.../projects/modeling.gmp.gmf-tooling
kde.org
gnome.org
mono-project.com
sourceforge.net
code.google.com
github.com
codeplex.com

Figure 2: Feature Request in Bugzilla
Table 1: Projects analyzed
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Table 2: Requirements Elements in Open Source Project Websites
Item

Synonyms

Project
page
People

People (Codeplex)
Network (Github)
Members (GoogleCode)

Graphs
(Github)
Downloads

Files (Sourceforge)

Description

Requirements?

Main page for the project with explanation
about the software and links to other pages

High-level mission of the software or releases of the software; Context description

List of involved persons with roles

Stakeholders

Statistics about the project

-

Download of the latest executables/releases

-

Documentation for the project; can be on
external web site; free format

System requirements from high-level description to detailed specification; degree
of maintenance varies greatly with the
projects

Source code for the project

Technical design or System requirements in
code comments; comments are prerequisite
for success

Branches
(Github)

Different branches in the source code; each
branch can result in maximum 1 pull request

Each branch implements different system
requirements

Commits

Action of uploading new source code into
the repository

Technical design or System requirements in
commit comments

Pull
Requests
(Github)

Fork created by developer to solve issue; the
developer requests for the fork to be merged
with the trunk (main project)

Requirements are asserted by the developer
and directly implemented and documented
in the fork

Requests to the project to create, implement or correct something

Feature requests are requirements (synonyms: Enhancement, Feature); Github
uses custom labels per project to separate
bugs from features

Discussion
/ Mailing
list

Archives of questions and answers posted
by the project community; can be on-line
forum or off-line mailing list with on-line
archives

Usually the start of any requirement; people post message to see if a feature is needed
or already being worked on; brainstorm
about requirement

IRC / Chat

Live communication channel separate from
the project page

Same as discussion / mailing list but no
archives are kept!

Wiki
/
Documentation
Source
Files

Tickets

3.

Code (Github, Sourceforge)
Source Code (Codeplex)

Issue Tracker (CodePlex)
Issues (Github, GoogleCode)
Tracker (Sourceforge)

DUPLICATE FEATURE REQUESTS

While analyzing the Eclipse JDT Core project we noticed
the huge amount of duplicate feature requests (see Table 3).
Our first step was to see if the same is true for other projects.
Since all projects use Bugzilla1 we could easily track the duplicate requests by selecting on ‘severity = enhancement’
and ‘resolution = DUPLICATE’. It turned out that many
projects, including very mature and well-organized ones,
have a high percentage of duplicate feature requests, see
Table 3. The ones where the number of duplicates is lower,
either have a strict policy (Apache HTTPD and Subversion
warn the user explicitly to search/discuss before entering
new issues), are smaller (Eclipse MyLyn and GMF) or have
a company behind the project (Mono and Android). One
can easily argue that with the large number of issues in the
database not even all duplicates have been marked.
So apparently users have difficulties in finding out if the
feature they request is really new or has already been implemented or requested before. Our next question was: what
is the reason for those duplicates?

3.1

Research Strategy

1
Mono has a split Bugzilla repository since the project went
from Novell to Xamarin
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The strategy we chose is to look at one of the projects
with a strict policy (Apache HTTPD) and to see why still
those 28 duplicates were reported. Out of the 28 duplicates
one turned out to be a defect, not an enhancement. For
each of the 27 remaining duplicates we analyzed the history
of comments and tried to identify what the root cause for
Table 3: Duplicate Feature Requests in Open Source
Projects Jan 2012
Project
Apache HTTPD
Apache Subversion
Mozilla Firefox
Mozilla Bugzilla
Android
Drupal
Tigris ArgoUML
Netbeans
Eclipse MyLyn Tasks
Eclipse GMF
Eclipse JDT
GNOME Evolution
Mono Xamarin
Mono Novell

# Duplicate

# Request

%

28
66
2920
1166
283
1351
133
2896
16
17
1551
1843
11
81

809
881
8023
5664
5963
7855
562
10711
403
370
8314
6895
477
5277

3
7
36
21
5
17
24
27
4
5
19
27
2
2
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3.2

Categorization

Grouping the duplicates with similar root causes resulted
in the following categories:
Duplicate Solution [DS] This is not a real duplicate request. The request of the author is new but happens
to have the same solution as a request that was posted
before.
Partial Match [PM] Only part of the request has been
posted before; the main questions for original and duplicate are completely different.
Patch [PA] The author has submitted a patch directly with
the request. Our assumption is that the fact that the
author is proud of his own code makes him/her lazy in
checking if the same has already been done before.
Author [AU] The same author enters his/her request twice
or indicates in title or comments that he/she is aware

4

Subversion

Firefox

NetBeans

Eclipse JDT

Mono Novell

Table 4: Analysis of Duplicate Feature Requests

HTTPD

this duplicate was. We did this by answering the following
questions:
• Is it a real duplicate? In other words: is the request of
the author indeed the same as the original request?
• Could the author of the request have found the duplicate by searching in the issue tracker? With what
search terms?
• Did the author submit some source code directly with
the request?
• Was the duplicate submitted long after the original
request?
• Who marked the duplicate? Was there an overlap in
people involved in original request and duplicate?
• Do we see any way in which the author could have
avoided the duplicate entry?
All analysis was done manually by reading the title and comments for each duplicate and analyzing what caused the reporter of the feature request to send in the duplicate; could
the reporter have avoided that? After concluding this analysis for the Apache HTTPD project we had an initial categorization of duplicates by root cause.
Subsequently, we repeated the analysis for 5 other projects
to validate the findings. These projects are Subversion, Firefox, Netbeans, Eclipse JDT and Novell Mono. While we analyzed all duplicates for Apache HTTPD, the other projects
had many more duplicates (see Table 3), so we had to select
samples. For each of the projects we selected the 30 most
recently reported duplicates between 01 Jan 2011 and 31
Dec 2012, with the exception of Mono Novell, where we just
selected the 30 most recently reported duplicates (because
of the smaller number of total duplicates).
This second round of manual analysis led us to do a slight
adjustment to the initial categorization. The author category is now not only used for authors that enter the same
request twice within a few minutes (this we only saw in the
HTTPD project) but also for other situations where the author seems to be aware of the duplicate he/she created. We
initially had a specific category for feature requests being duplicates of defects, but in other projects we saw situations
where the product attribute did not match. We decided to
group those two situations into 1 category for ‘mismatch of
attributes’.
Next to the detection of distinct categories of duplicates
we did a number of other interesting observations which we
discuss below.

Explicit warning

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Solution [DS]
Partial [PM]
Patch [PA]
Author [AU]
Mismatch [MA]
Wording [WO]
No Check [NC]
(No duplicate)

3
1
10
4
1
7
1
0

5
2
1
5
0
6
11
0

3
2
0
0
20
2
3
0

2
0
0
2
3
5
16
2

0
2
0
2
7
5
14
0

#

27

30

30

30

30

#

%

4
2
0
7
4
3
10
0

17
9
11
20
35
28
55
2

10
5
6
11
20
16
31
1

30

175

100

of the duplicate entry.
Mismatch Attributes [MA] The original request has different values for important attributes (in our observations: defect type/importance or product) so the author
might not have searched with the correct search values.
An author that is entering an ‘enhancement’ might not
think to include ‘defects’ in the search for existing duplicates. An author that is entering a feature request
for the product ‘Firefox’ might not have included the
‘Core’ product in the search for existing duplicates.
Wording [WO] Different wording for the same problem is
used in both original request and duplicate. Possibly
the author did not detect the duplicate because he/she
was not searching with the right terms.
No Check Done [NC] It is not clear why the author did
not detect the duplicate while the duplication is easy
to spot with a simple search.
For a complete analysis of the Apache HTTPD project see
Table 5 and 6. Table 4 indicates for each of the analyzed
projects the number of duplicates in each category.
Note that for the NetBeans projects two duplicates out
of 30 ([216335] and [217150]) turned out to be no real duplicates and thus do not fall into any of the categories. In
[216335] the ‘DUPLICATE’ link is misused to indicate some
other type of relation (see O8 below). In [217150] one person
marks it as a duplicate (“looks like another manifestation of
a problem introduced in JavaFX SDK 2.2 by, as described in
issue #216452”) but two other persons later agree that this
is not true.
As can be seen in Table 4 each category was present in at
least two projects. Not each project shows the same division over the categories. A project like HTTPD has many
duplicates because of patches added to the feature request,
where as in other projects we did not find any patches. The
FireFox project shows many problems with mismatching attributes because Mozilla uses one big Bugzilla database for
all its Mozilla projects. FireFox is just one of the products
in the database and thus it is easy to select the wrong product when entering a new request or to search for the wrong
product when checking for duplicates. A bigger project with
a wide user base like NetBeans shows more duplicates in the
category NC. We can assume that reporters of new feature
requests get easily discouraged searching for duplicates by
the huge volume of existing requests. Furthermore NetBeans
does not explicitly warn users to check first before entering
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Figure 3: Warning on the bug report page of Subversion
new requests, as opposed to HTTPD.
The two Apache projects include an explicit warning at
the beginning of the process, see Figure 3. The projects
that are marked in Table 4 as ‘N’ under ‘Explicit warning’
do not have such an explicit warning at the beginning of the
process. All of them however include a small notice or an
optional step to search for previously entered issues or to
ask on the discussion list first, but this is less compelling for
the user than an explicit warning.
To summarize we can state that users do have difficulties
in submitting unique feature requests, for different reasons.
For each of these root causes we would like to offer support
to the user to avoid duplicate requests.

3.3

Further Observations

While analyzing the six projects for duplicate feature request we did not only categorize the duplicates but also
made some interesting observations:
[O1] Many of the 14 projects in Table 3 have a high percentage of duplicate feature requests. It seems to be
the case that a project such as Apache HTTPD that
explicitly warns the user to search and discuss before
entering new requests can greatly reduce the number of
duplicates. The SubVersion project goes even further
and explicitly asks users to file a bug report at a separate email address to get it validated before posting
in Bugzilla, see Figure 3.
[O2] Given the high number of feature requests a manual
search for certain terms can easily yield a high number of results. In our experiments the duplicates were
found by searching for the right terms, but sometimes
this takes a sophisticated search query with enough
discriminating attributes set to obtain a set of search
results that is small enough to manually traverse them
looking for a duplicate. Even for us (who knew the
duplicate we were looking for on beforehand) it often
took more than one step to come to the correct search
query. This involved stemming of the search terms
(e.g. “brows” instead of “browsing”) and searching in
comments of the issue instead of the summary. From
our own experience we can say that the simple search
screen (shown by default by Bugzilla) is not enough;
for most issues we needed to open the advanced search
screen to find the duplicates.
[O3] Some feature requests were marked as a duplicate of a
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defect. Often there was discussion in the comments of
an issue about whether the issues should be classified
as a defect or an enhancement. Apparently this difference is not always easy to make for a user entering
a new request [12]. Projects like SubVersion make it
even more complex by adding ‘enhancement’ and ‘feature’ both as separate types. Is it a completely new
feature or an enhancement to an existing one? With
a broad existing product like SubVersion this question
is extremely difficult to answer. One could argue that
everything is an extension to the version control system and thus an enhancement. The risk is that users
entering new requests will not search for duplicates of
the type ‘defect’ and thus not find potential duplicates.
[O4] Marking of the duplicates within one project is done
by a wide variety of project members: e.g. in Apache
HTTPD the 27 duplicates where marked by 18 different user names. The users that marked the duplicates in this case were also not all of them part of the
HTTPD core team. When we check the activity of
those users in Bugzilla, we see that they are involved
in 5 to 1338 issues (as Commenter or Reporter), with
about half of the ‘markers’ involved in more than 400
issues and the other half involved in less than 75. This
observation tells us that we can not assume that duplicates are easily filtered out by a select group of developers that scans all new requests.
[O5] The time gap between the duplicate and the original
request is arbitrary. In the Apache HTTPD project
this ranged from 0 to 88 months. We expected to see
short time gaps because we expected the user needs to
be influenced by time-bounded external factors (e.g.
the emergence of a new standard that needs to be applied), but this turned out to not be the case.
Note that the time gap between creation of the request
and marking it as a duplicate is also arbitrary. In
the Apache HTTPD project about half of the requests
were marked within 2 months but the longest time gap
for marking the duplicate reached up to 56 months.
This indicates that some duplicates stay undetected
for a long time.
[O6] During the manual analysis of the duplicates we were
often hindered by the fact that many issues include
a lot of off-topic comments. Meaning comments that
do not pertain to the issue itself but e.g. to project
management topics or for social interaction. The same
problem was detected by Bettenburg et al. [1] for bug
reports in general. Examples for feature requests in
Apache Subversion:
[Issue 3415] This would be a very useful addition to the product IMO.
[Issue 3030] I see. Good to know that the issue has will be resolved in the next release. I
understand you suggestion about the mailing
list - however joining a mailing list for one
issue in 3 years seem an overkill. (Be proud:
I use Subversion ever day and had only one
problem which naged me enough to raise a
report) Personaly I think google-groups got it
right here: they have a read/write web interface for casual users and mail dirstribution
for heavy users.
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[Issue 2718] Except that that bug report has
undergone the usual open source ’me too’/’let’s
add some irrelevant technical detail’ treatment, which made me create a clear and concise bug report that someone could actually
fix in the next 12 months.
Having such useless comments in the issues makes it
more difficult for a user or developer to quickly grasp
the content of the issue and thus more difficult for the
user to see if the issue is a duplicate of the one he/she
is about to enter.
[O7] We saw cases of larger structures of master-duplicate
relationships such as the example from Subversion in
Figure 4. In this example many issues around ‘improved error messages’ are linked together. Currently
the user exploring such structures only has the possibility to click on each of the links one by one and build
such a graph in his/her head. The risk is that the user
will get lost while doing this for larger structures.

Figure 4: Network of ‘duplicate’ relations in Subversion
Note also that in this entire list, only issue 434 is typed
as an ‘enhancement’, the others are typed as ‘defect’,
‘task’ or ‘patch’. This is related to observation O3.
[O8] For the moment Bugzilla has only two explicit linking
mechanisms: ‘request A blocks request B’ and ‘request
A is a duplicate of request B’. Only the first type can be
visualized in a dependency tree. Another option is to
implicitly link requests by entering comments with the
ID of the other request included [22]. This limitation
of Bugzilla leads to misuse of the ‘DUPLICATE’ link
as we saw already for the categories DS and PM. This
misuse makes it difficult for users and developers to
see the real link between two requests, which hinders
comprehension of the work done or to be done.
An example of this misuse is in NetBeans issue [216335]:
Although it is not exactly the same idea I am
marking this as duplicate of issue #208358
as it addresses the same problem. Having the
two enhancements logged in one place makes
sense due to their close relation.
[O9] Most users that request new features are developers
themselves, as Noll states that the majority of requirements are asserted by developers [18, 19]. Developers
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implement what they need themselves: this will lead
to on average the mostly needed features. In practice
this means that part of the ‘feature requests’ in the
issue tracker are already accompanied by a piece of
source code in which the user that requests the feature implements the feature (see also PA before). The
feature requests with patches included are often not
well-described (the documentation is the source code).
This makes it difficult to analyze the feature request
when looking for duplicates.
All of these observations lead us to believe that things
could be improved for the projects we have investigated and
that those improvements could also benefit other projects.
That is the topic of the next section.

4.

ASSISTING USERS TO AVOID DUPLICATE REQUESTS

Issue trackers like Bugzilla are designed as bug trackers
and thus not a perfect tool for managing requirements. Some
fields (e.g. rationale, source) are missing [13, 20] leading to
information loss already at the entry of a new request. To see
how many users need a new feature a voting mechanism is
one of the few online instruments [7], but this is not always
present. The main problem however is that it is difficult
to indicate hierarchy or relations between requirements and
to get an overview of relations that have been defined [22].
This leads again to information loss (links that were known
at request creation time are lost) and makes it difficult to
get an overview of existing feature requests later on. Another problem is that the commenting mechanism is difficult
for maintaining requirements while a comment is a free-text
field. The user can enter anything he/she wants and Bugzilla
enters some auto-comments for certain actions (e.g. marking as a duplicate). For the reader it will be difficult to get
a quick overview of feature requests with many comments
(What is the type of each of the comments? What is the
final decision on the request?). Despite these disadvantages
the usage of such issue trackers remains high because of the
advantage of managing all development tasks (fixing bugs,
writing documentation, implementing new features, ...) in
one single tool.
With those drawbacks in mind we investigate the observations done before and come up with some recommendations
to improve the system for the user. We start with recommendations for manual search and issue creation and end
with implications for extended tool support. For each of
the items we refer to the category of duplicates (DS, PM,
... , NC, see Section 3.2) or the observation (O1 till O8, see
Section 3.3) that has lead us to the recommendation.

4.1

Recommendations for Manual Search and
Creation

[R1] Users that search for duplicates should include both
defects and enhancement types in their queries (ad
O3).
[R2] Users that search for duplicates can not exclude issues before a certain date (ad O5). They could only
do that if they know their request (e.g. implement a
new standard) has an explicit date limit (nobody could
have asked for the standard 1 year ago because it only
exists for half a year).
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[R3] Projects should include warnings to search first and
to ask on mailing or discussion lists before entering a
new request (ad O1, NC). Research has shown that
most duplicates are reported by infrequent users [5] so
giving them a reminder of the procedure or explicit instructions could help filter out some of the duplicates.
Furthermore, when the user submits a request that includes a patch an explicit warning should be repeated
to remind the user that he/she should search for similar solutions first (ad PA).
[R4] Projects should include a link to clear guidelines on
how to enter issues (e.g. when is it a defect or an enhancement) to ensure that all fields are filled correctly
and to avoid users entering new requests for new versions of the software (ad AU, MA)
[R5] Users entering new feature requests should only include issue-related comments; the same holds for the
users commenting on existing feature requests (ad O6).
For other types of comments the mailing/discussion
list should be used (from where the user can easily
hyper-link to the request). Projects could even go as
far as removing unrelated comments from the request,
to keep a ‘clean’ database.
[R6] Users should be told to split feature requests into atomic
parts: one request per issue ID (ad PM). This makes
it easier later on to follow up on the request and link
other requests to it. When developers looking at the
issue see that it is not atomic, they should close it
and open two or more new ones that are atomic. The
partial match example of APache HTTPD shows that
certain wordings can hint for non-atomic requests:
[29260 - Author] The base functionality of
mod vhost alias for dynamic mass virtual hosting seems to work great, but there are a couple things that need to be changed to work
with it.
...
[29260 - Marker] Most of this is WONTFIX,
but the stripping www thing is reported elsewhere.
*** This bug has been marked as a duplicate
of 40441 ***
[R7] Projects should not accept patches or other source
code as feature requests (ad PA). A patch is not a
feature request, it is a request from the author that
asks the project to look at something already implemented by the author. A mechanism like the pull requests GitHub (https://github.com/) uses is much
more appropriate for submitting patches. In that way
the patch is immediately available to all users (it sits
waiting as a branch of the trunk repository until the
owner of the trunk accepts and merges it) and this
avoids users to enter the same patch twice. At the
least a project could create a separate issue type for
patches, making it easier to search for similar patches
submitted earlier.
[R8] Projects should make clear what the hierarchy of products or components is within their issue database (ad
MA). A user searching for duplicates should also include parent, children or siblings of the product he/she
intended to search for, because a duplicate feature request might have been added for one of those. Espe-
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cially for novice users the structure of the (group of)
products might not be clear. This means they will not
find the duplicate requests and unnecessarily enter a
new request.

4.2

Implications for Tool Support

The fact that in the investigated Apache HTTPD project
many different developers are involved in marking the duplicates (ad O4) and many different users are involved in
entering requests indicates that we need some kind of tool
support. Within such open source projects we can simply
not rely on one small groups of users or developers to keep
an overview of the project and filter out inconsistencies.
We would like to prevent problems as early as possible:
at the moment the user is entering new feature requests.
Based on our observations we see different opportunities for
extended tool support:

Synonyms
The search tool could automatically suggest alternative
search terms based on a list of synonyms or closely related
words for the project, e.g. ‘.jpg’ and ‘image’ (ad WO). This
list could be compiled by language processing the existing
feature request and clustering them or could be manually
composed. Each time a new duplicate request is found the
developer marking the duplicate could verify if it was caused
by a wording problem. If so, the different wordings could be
added to the synonym list.

Duplicate Submission
The fact that a single author submits his/her request
twice within a few minutes (we saw examples of this in the
HTTPD project) could easily be filtered out automatically
(ad AU). After submission, it should first be checked if the
same author has already submitted a request with the same
summary line, before the request is saved in the database.

My Requests
In the Subversion project we saw an example of an author
‘forgetting’ an earlier submitted request:
Wow. I *completely* forgot that I’d implemented
this already (per issue #3748). Suddenly, I feel
old.
But there are more cases of the author being aware of some
form of duplication (ad AU). It would be good that when
a user logs in to submit a new request, he/she is first presented with a list of his/her previously submitted requests.
This can serve as a reminder and as a status check. Instead
of entering a new request the user can more easily go to
one of the existing requests and extend it with additional
information.

Comments
The issue reporting tool should offer some advanced support for discerning the different types of comments in a feature request (ad O6). In the examples we looked at, we
found comments about test cases, procedures, questions, answers to questions in other comments, automatic actions,
special tags to search for a set of related issues, complaints,
discussions, etc. It is not clear what type of comment it is
and thus what the relevance is without reading the whole
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comment. And sometimes it is difficult to see which comment is answering which other comment. If there would be
separate fields for some of the types (e.g. auto-generated
comments could be displayed separately in some sort of history section) or tags/colors related to the type of comment
this would greatly simplify the ability of a user to get a
quick overview of a feature request. This overview is needed
to judge if the request is a duplicate or not of the one the
user is about to enter. Of course this would also demand
from the users entering the comments that they would use
the correct tag/color for their comment, but this seems like
a small effort which yields a high benefit.

Linking
We need some more sophisticated linking mechanism between feature request than the current ones in Bugzilla (ad
O8, DS, R6). We could imagine newly added fields in a feature request where the user or developer can indicate links
with a type and link comment, e.g. a “solution” link with
comment “both can use the same library with mathematical
functions mathlib”. This would avoid misuse of the ‘DUPLICATE’ link and would keep users from entering comments
that merely serve to indicate an informal link between requests. The extended linkage information can be useful for
newcomers to get a grasp of the project.

Visualization
Currently Bugzilla only offers to visualize the so-called
‘dependency tree’. This is a graph showing which issues
‘block’ each other. This ‘blocking’ must have been indicated before by the user. For feature requests it would be
more useful to be able to visualize the duplicate relations,
as we did in Figure 4 (ad O7). And also other links if implemented (ad Linking) are a good candidate to visualize
in such graph structures. We can even think of implementing tools that automatically process the feature requests to
infer links between them from their texts and then visualize
them.

Advanced Search
Last but not least we can think of more intelligent search
engines for feature requests (ad O2, R1). The Bugzilla implementation of the HTTPD project searches on strings and
regular expressions, see Figure 5. This is a good start but we
suspect that natural language based search can greatly improve the search results. The search tool could be extended
to automatically include the related products or components
in the search (ad R8). Also the presentation of the search
results to the user could be improved, e.g. with clustering
or visualization techniques. A first attempt for better presentation of search results was made by Cavalcanti et al. [4]
by highlighting search terms in the result set.
To summarize we see many opportunities for advanced tool
support. All of these functionalities will help in the process of understanding the current set of feature request in
a project. This serves to avoid duplicates but also in other
situations where the user needs to get an overview of the
existing feature set of a system, e.g. when documentation
of the system’s functionality is missing. What remains is to
actually build those tools and validate them in open source
and company-based projects.
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Figure 5: Search options in Apache HTTPD Bugzilla

5.

RELATED WORK

5.1 Requirements Evolution
There are many papers on the analysis of open source
projects, but not so many cover requirements engineering
topics. One of the first overview papers has been written by
Scacchi [23]. The paper describes the open source requirements engineering process and the form of requirements in
open source projects. Our analysis is based on the one of
Scacchi, but proceeds to the next level of detail. For Scacchi
‘open software web sites’ is just one of the forms of requirements. In our analysis we dive into this by subdividing it
into many different parts of requirements, see Figure 1.

5.2 Duplicate Detection
The fact that much duplication exists in the requirements
of open source projects has also been detected by ClelandHuang et al. [6]. In their research they focus on open forums,
not on issue trackers. For the requirements-related messages
on these open forums they propose an automatic clustering
technique, which we could also apply in future work on feature requests in the issue tracker.
Gu et al. [10] use a similar clustering technique to automatically suggest duplicate issue reports to the author of a
new issue report. Their recall rate is between 66 and 100%.
Runeson et al. [21] achieve a recall rate around 40% when
analyzing defect reports using Natural Language Processing
(NLP) with a vector-space-model and the cosine measure.
Sun et al. [24] claim they obtain significantly better results
by using a discriminative model. Wang et al. [27] do not
only use natural language processing but also use execution
information to detect duplicates.
In our analysis we found an explanation why Gu and
Runeson do not detect all duplicates: not all issues marked
as ‘Duplicate’ are real duplicates in the sense that they could
have been detected with natural language processing. This
leads us to believe that next to experimenting with clustering as in [6] and [10], we need some more sophisticated
techniques like e.g. visualization, to support the author in
getting an overview of the feature requests posted before.
Tian et al. [25] extend the pioneer work of Jalbert and
Weimer [14] to improve the method of bug classification:
is the bug a unique one or a duplicate? This classification
could of course help in warning users that they might be
submitting a duplicate, but considers only one aspect of the
problem.
A different approach is used by Vlas and Robinson [26]
who have developed an automated Natural Language requirements classifier for open source projects. The tool classifies the individual sentences of a feature request into types
of requirements according to an extended McCall model [16],
e.g. ‘operability’ or ‘modularity’ with a pattern-based approach. A similar classification could also help in clustering
complete feature requests, as we are looking for.
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Cavalcanti et al. [4] present a tool called BAST (Bugreports Analysis and Search Tool) that provides an extended
keyword-based search screen for issues. It shows issues with
the same keywords, but additionally in the lower part of the
screen a quick overview of important issue attributes. Their
study shows that it worked better than the normal search
tool for one company. The main drawback of their tool is
that it is still based on keyword search and thus depends
on the user entering the correct search terms. This contrasts our idea that synonym-based search should also be
implemented. In a further paper Cavalcanti et al. [5] explore the duplication of bug reports in several projects and
come up with recommendations. Most of those recommendations also match ours as they are also valid for feature
requests. However, our paper adds some feature request
specific recommendations like the handling of patches, the
improved linking mechanism and a better separation of comment types.
Where Bettenburg et al. [2] claim that duplicate bug reports are not always harmful, the same can be true for feature requests: two feature requests that are similar can help
the developer in understanding the requirements. However
this requires that the developer is aware of the duplicate
before starting on the implementation. An unnoticed duplicate feature request can easily lead to two different developers implementing the same feature in different places in the
system. This strengthens our claim that duplicate feature
requests should be detected/prevented early on.
Our approach differs from the ones mentioned in this subsection because we focus on feature requests only. Feature
requests, or requirements, are different from defects. They
require different initial content (what the user needs and
why vs. what is not working) and have different life-cycles.
A defect stops living once resolved, but the description of a
requirement is still valid documentation once implemented.
We expect to extend or detail the approaches mentioned
above with some requirements-specific analysis. With that
we are not so much interested in the automatic detection
of duplicates, but in supporting the user to get a better
overview of the existing feature requests such that the user
can more easily see which related (not necessarily duplicate)
feature requests have already been submitted.

5.3

Visualization

Sandusky et al. [22] studied what they call ‘Bug Report
Networks (BRN)’ in one open source project. This BRN is
similar to what we have drawn in Figure 4. In the bug report repository they studied 65% of the bug reports sampled
are part of a BRN. They conclude that BRNs are a common
and powerful means for structuring information and activity
that have not yet been the subject of concerted research by
the software engineering community. The continuation of
this stream of research will result in a more complete understanding of the contribution BRNs make to effective software
problem management. We support this from our own findings and plan to investigate what would be the best way to
visualize the BRN’s for our specific application domain of
feature requests.

6.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This section discusses the results and describes opportunities for future work.
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The research questions revisited
RQ1 In what form do feature requests evolve in the open
software community Web sites? We analyzed the community web sites of a number of open source software
projects and we found that while requirements are
sometimes discussed on discussion fora or mailing lists,
they are typically channeled towards the issue tracker.
In particular, we observed that many open source web
sites use Bugzilla as a requirement management tool
to support requirements evolution.
RQ2 Which difficulties can we observe for a user that wants
to request some new functionality and needs to analyze
if that functionality already exists or has been requested
by somebody else before? Can we explain those difficulties? We found that many duplicate feature requests
exist within the projects. This indicates difficulties
that user have to submit unique feature requests. We
have categorized the duplicates by root cause; we created seven categories of duplicates which we have observed in six projects.
RQ3 Do we see improvements to overcome those difficulties?
By analyzing the root causes of the duplicates we have
suggested improvements and tool support to avoid duplicates, e.g. improved linking mechanisms for feature
requests, visualization of those links, clustering or advanced search. All of these functionalities will help in
the process of understanding the current set of feature
requests in a project. This serves to avoid duplicates
but also in other situations where the user needs to
get an overview of the existing feature set of a system,
e.g. when documentation of the system’s functionality
is missing.
In future work we plan to investigate each of the tool
support implications to see if indeed we can improve the
requirements evolution of a project by providing extended
tools.

Validity
We did not verify our assumptions by contacting the original authors or interviewing developers in other open source
projects to see if they recognize the problems with duplicate
requests. Based on the anecdotal evidence that we gathered
from analyzing the issue tracker, we believe that projects
would benefit from extra tools to get an overview of all feature requests but this must be validated in our future work.
We are also aware of the fact that the issue tracker must
stay a tool that users still want to use to report new feature
requests. This means that we can not include to many obstacles for new users to enter requests. Practical experiments
must be done to validate what is ‘too many’.

Applicability
We have conducted our case study on an open source
project. Also in companies there will be situations where
end users have direct access to the issue tracker tool to enter new feature requests, so that the problem of duplicate
entries is relevant. Furthermore our tool support will also
help newcomer developers to get an overview of the project.
In the above we have claimed that the results are also valid
for company-based projects. In our future work we plan to
validate this claim by applying the methods we develop also
on company-based projects.
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Issue Trackers
We have done a small comparison with two other widelyused issue trackers, namely Jira 2 and Trac 3 , see Table 7.
This shows us that the recommendations we have for Bugzilla
are also valid for other issue trackers. The only striking difference is the fact that Jira offers a free linking mechanism
(like we recommended in ‘Linking’ in Section 4.2). However
a newer tool like Trac does not offer this, so the recommendation in general is still valid. And Jira also does not offer
any visualization of those advanced links.
Table 7: Comparison with Other Issue Trackers
Launch
Custom
Fields
Labeling
Link

Bugzilla

Jira

Trac

1998
In UI

2003
In UI

With
keywords
‘Blocks’ and
‘Duplicate’

With labels

2006
In DB and
config file
With
keywords
‘Duplicate’

Voting
Search

Yes
Built-in
engine searches
for keywords,
substrings;
simple and advanced search
UI

Extensibility
Interfaces

Plugins
&
Open Source
XML-RPC,
REST

‘Blocks’, ‘Duplicate’
and
‘Relates
to’
with
link
comment
Yes
Lucene search
engine; whole
words
only
but can be
told to stem
words or do
‘fuzzy’ search;
simple and advanced search
UI;
Plugins
REST,
API

Java

No
Built-in engine
searches
for
keywords and
substrings; advanced search
done
with
queries

Plugins
&
Open Source
XML-RPC

Other questions
High quality feature requests could simplify the evolution
of the system. But how do we define the quality of those
feature requests? For regular requirements there are many
characteristics that qualify a good requirement (e.g. atomic,
no ambiguity, prioritized) [11] but do they all hold for feature requests in an issue tracker such as Bugzilla? Can we
observe interesting facts on the quality of feature requests?
Do we see ways to improve the quality of feature requests?
Bettenburg et al. [1] did a similar work (including a tool)
for bug reports in general, but not all their results are valid
for feature requests.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated requirements evolution in open source project web sites and concluded that in
most projects an issue tracker is used to evolve requirements.
Within those web sites that use Bugzilla as a requirements
management tool we have observed a high number of duplicate feature requests. We have made a classification of the
causes for these duplicate feature requests. Using this classification we have given recommendations and implications
for tool support to avoid duplicate feature requests.
2
3
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Our main goal for future work is to improve tool support
for dealing with feature requests in issue trackers. An important step in this direction is to give the users of these issue
trackers an overview of the project, including relationships
between already existing feature requests. Better search facilities and a hierarchical exploration of requirements are
subsequent steps towards mechanisms to prevent duplicate
feature requests from being entered. Our proposed tools will
also benefit company-based projects, since a lot of them use
Bugzilla-like tools for managing requirements evolution.
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Table 5: Analysis of Apache HTTPD Duplicate Feature Requests (part 1 of 2)
ChildId ChildSummary
8516
ScriptAction to invoke a file instead of
a URL path?
9792

Introduce
DESTDIR in Makefiles

10145

ShebangAlias config
directive - to keep
to make CGI scripts
more portable

12241

adding svg and ico
mime-types
Catch-all vhost

13608

ParentId ParentSummary
7483
Add FileAction directive to assign a
cgi interpreter other
than using registry
or shebang?
7803
make install root=
from apache 1.3
doesn’t work in
2.0.35
7483
Add FileAction directive to assign a
cgi interpreter other
than using registry
or shebang?
10993
Missing MIME type
image/x-icon
13607
Catch-all
enhancement
for
vhost alias?

Search for
“script action
file”

D
N

P
N

F
Y

Type
Duplicate
solution

“DESTDIR”

Y

Y

Y

Patch

“shebang cgi”

Y

N

Y

Wording Last vote on parent in 2003 but still
ASSIGNED status

“svg
mime”
N/A

Y

Y

Y

Patch

Y

N

Y

Author

ico

14335

AddOutputFilterByType
31226
doesn’t work with
proxy requests

AddOutputFilterByType
“AddOutput
deflate not active FilterBy
with mod proxy
Type”

Y

N

N

15965

make uninstall for
non default source
installations
compressing logs using rotatelogs

11259

N/A

Y

N

Y

N/A

N

N

N

use of tags in index
generation
makes
invalid HTML
suggest that one
can set ExpiresByType while other
files do not set
expires header
ProxyPassReverse
always
rewrites
redirects to same
scheme as request
DOCUMENT ROOT
is not using VirtualDocumentRoot

9307

‘make
install’
should provide a
deinstaller
ErrorLog
piped
command doesn’t
handle redirections
mod autoindex generates bad HTML

“<pre>”

Y

N

29260

new v-hosting features desired

40441

29511

Adding virtualroot
for
AuthUserFile
Directive
Extending FakeBasicAuth
OCSP support

25469

16391
17800
21907

25444

28561

30173
31383

28815

Comment
Marker wrowe discusses child first
and spots duplicate
three months later
only
Parent is defect

N/A

Marked by two persons at the same
time (but different
direction)
Defect
Parent is a defect that is reported later than
child
Wording Uninstall vs. Deinstall

Y

Duplicate
solution
Wording

Same patch for two
different problems;
parent is a defect
Parent is defect
WONTFIX
Patch with parent;
parent was created
later

23748

“internal error: bad
expires code” if expires criteria aren’t
met

“ExpiresBy
Type”

Y

Y

N

Patch

21272

Support for full
fixed reverse mappings

“ProxyPass
Reverse”

Y

N

Y

Wording N/A

26052

DOCUMENT ROOT
environment variable set incorrectly
with VirtualDocumentRoot
intelligently
handling
dynamic
subdomains

“DOCUMENT Y
ROOT Virtual
Document Root”

N

Y

No
check
done

N/A

N

N

N

create AuthRoot for
defining paths to
auth files
New option SSLUserName
Support of OCSP
in mod ssl (rewritten patch from bug
#31383)

“AuthUserFile” Y

N

Y

Parent has more
duplicates
(defects); much discussion on defect
or enhancement
Partial
Part of request is
match
answered in parent
3 years later which
has totally different
main question
Wording N/A

“FakeBasicAuth”Y

Y

Y

Patch

N/A

N/A

Y

N

Version

Created on purpose
with link to store
patch for new version (see parent title)

20957
41123

Y

D = Duplicate?; P = Patch included by author?; F = Parent created before child?
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Table 6: Analysis of Apache HTTPD Duplicate Feature Requests (part 2 of 2)
ChildId ChildSummary
35805
New
require
attribute
for
mod auth ldap

37287

ParentId ParentSummary
31352
RFE,
Bind
to
LDAP server with
browser
supplier
user/pass

Search for
N/A

D
N

P
Y

F
Y

Type
Duplicate
solution

Comment
Could maybe have
been found when
looking into all
enhancements for
component; patch
can be modified
and applied; author has marked as
duplicate
Wording Marking is 6 years
after creation

Optionally
make 40721
return
mod auth
HTTP FORBIDEEN
for failed login attempts
Add Filename To 38149
A Few Errors In
dav method put
chroot patch di- 43596
rectly after child
creation

401 vs 403 in httpd

“401 instead
of 403”

Y

N

N

Add Filename To
A Few Errors In
dav method put
Chroot patch

N/A

Y

N

Y

Author

N/A

“chroot”

Y

Y

N

Patch

42557

Missing parameter
to control LDAP referral chasing

40268

“LDAP referral”

Y

Y

Y

Patch

47051

Subject Alternative
Name not used
while
checking
certificate

32652

Credentials are not
supplied when connecting to LDAP referrals
mod ssl:
match
hostnames against
subjectAltName
DNS names too

Y

Y

Y

Patch

48841

mod proxy: Allow
loadfactor of 0.

51247

Enhance
mod proxy
and
balancer
with
worker
status
flag to only accept
sticky session routes

”X509”
returns
long
list, alternative:
search
in mod ssl for
previous enhancements
N/A

Both parent and
child have a patch
and authors comment on each other
Component
differs mod ldap vs.
mod authz ldap;
parent is defect
Subject
Alternative Name vs.
subjectAltName

N

Y

N

Duplicate
solution /
Patch

49076

Skip document root
check during start
up (-T option)

41887

-T
option
unavailable
for
Apache 2.0.x/2.3.0
->available

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Patch /
Wrong

50555

Allow mod status
to show HTTP
Host header instead
of vhost name

45148

“Host header”
with
component
mod status

Y

Y

Y

Patch

50714

Enhance
AllowCONNECT directive in mod proxy
to allow wildcard

23673

“AllowConnect” Y

N

Y

Wording N/A

54002

[PATCH] FallbackResource
cannot
be disabled when
it was enabled in a
parent directory

54003

The actual host
of the request will
be more helpful in
mod status, instead
of the server name
AllowCONNECT
cannot
be
configured to allow
connections to all
ports
[PATCH] FallbackResource
cannot
be disabled when
it was enabled in a
parent directory

N/A

N

Y

Author

38153
42341

Y

Both describe a
patch with a different solution for the
same problem (remove server from
load
balancer);
duplicate was detected by kmashint
(parentReporter)
Wrong behavior to
create new request
for patch for new
version;
author
refers to parent
Search needed in
both
summarry
and comments

N/A

D = Duplicate?; P = Patch included by author?; F = Parent created before child?
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